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ncient Rome was famous for many things,
many of them big and flashy. Gladiators, tri-
umphs, and emperors often spring to mind,
but perhaps Rome's most enduring contribu-
tion to history is more humble: their roads

(which all ledback to Rome), a vast, interconnected network
spanning as many as 2oo,ooo miles at its maximum.

Across Europe, parts of North Africa, and the
Middle East, the remnants of these roads canbe
found crisscrossing the landscape, from Scot-
land to Mesopotamia, from Romania to the
Sahara. Rome's earliest roads werebuilt to con-
nect the city on the Tiber with other cities
on the ltalian Peninsula. As Rome's influence
grew; their system ofroads expanded too. They
became arteries connectingnewterritories and
their peoples to Roman civilization and even-
tually the Roman Empire. Some 3o roads from
all points of Italy connected with Rome, many
bearing the names of their builders, such as
the Appian Way named for Appius Claudius,
or the names of their destinations, such as the
Ardeatina Way that led to Ardea, about z4 miles
fromRome.

Roads were Rome's"DNA'from the verybe-
ginning. Begun in 45t s.c. and finished a year
later, the Lex XII Tabularum, or Law of the
Twelve Tables, was the earliest set of written
policies. Inscribed on rz bronze tables, they
spelled out procedures for trials, property own-
ership, crime and punishment, and civil rights.
They also included rules for the road, setting a
standard width of eight Roman feet for straight

roads and 16 for curved ones (one
Roman foot is slightly longer than a
foot in the modern Imperial system).

TheAppianWay
The Via Appia, or Appian Way, is
perhaps the most famous Roman road. paved

with large basalt slabs, it was built in the fourth
century B.c. at the direction of Censor Appius
Claudius. At first, the road connected Rome to
Capua, about r3z miles away in the Campania
region of Italy. By z++ s.c. the road had been
extended south more than zoo miles to reach
the port city of Brundisium (modern Brindisi)
on the Adriatic coast of southern ltaly.

Because the road became the main conduit
from Rome to the Adriatic ports and the Med-
iterranean, the Appian Way became a crucial
component of Rome's economy as well as its
military.It was wide enough for two
carts to pass in opposite directions or
for five soldiers to march side by side.

Building the Appian Way was a
massive undertaking, but the excellent
craftsmanship of the roadwas appar-
ent for centuries. First-century e.o.

NAMESAKE
Elected censor in
312e.c., Appius
Claudius sponsored
two signature
Roman work: the
Via Appia (Appian
Way) and the Acqua
Appia, Rome's
first aqueduct.
Shown above is a
fourth-century a.c.

inscription to him.

BU I LDI NG rhe,Law of.the
lwelve Tables

ROME'S establishes the
legalwidth of
both Rome's
straight and
curved.roads.

450 e.c. 312 e.c'.
Censor Appius
Claudius'
sponsors the
Via Appia, which
will become
Rome's most
famous road.

22A e.c. 
,

Construction
begins on the
Via Flaminia,
which will
connect Rome to
the coastal city
of Ariminum.

2O e.c.
ErlperorAugustus
reorganizes
the s.ystem
for officially
supervising
roadbuilding and
maintenance.

6B0'144 INSTRUMENT USED BYTHE ROMANS TO CHART
THE COURSE OFTHEIR ROADS. MODERN RECONSTRUCflON
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ROMAN
MILESTONES
tN 20 B.c, Emperor Augustus became thecuraviarum, the superintendent

of all Roman roads, and established what second-century n.o. historian

Dio Cassius called the "golden milestone." Located in the Roman Forum,

close to the Temple of Saturn, the Milliarium Aureum was a giant column,

made of bronze or marble clad in bronze, that allegedly marked the spot
where all the roads in ltaly came together. Sources say it resembled the

TRAVELGUIDES
One of four silver
cups (left) found in
1852 al the site of
an ancient Roman
spa in Vicarello,
Italy, is engraved
with directions and
lodging for a trip to
Rome from Spain
SCALA FTOREN'E

ALLTHAT
REMAINS
A column base (far
left) discovered in
the Roman Forum
is believed by some
scholars to have
belonged to the
Milliarium Aureum.
SHUTTERSTOC(

milliaria, the small "mile mark-
ers" found along Roman

roads. Each one was
placed one Roman
mile, the distance of

a thousand paces,

apartfrom the next.
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Roman poet Statius called it longarum regina
viarum (queen of the long roads). Writing hun-
dreds ofyears after its construction, the sixth-
centuryA.o. Byzantine historian Procopius also
lauded its engineering:

/t . . . is one of the most remarkable achieve-
ments because the stone, by nature very hard,
did not exist in this part ofthe country andhad
to be transported from afar. The stones were
smoothed and leveled, then cut into angular
shapes and fitted one next to the other without
the need to join themwithbronze or any other
thing. So they are so we/1 nested and dssem-
bled that they have the appearance of a single
compact mdss . , . Despite the long period of
time that has elapsed, and the continuous
passage of so many carriages andbeasts of
burden, no stone hasbeen displaced from its
original position, nor has any been worn or
lost its polish.

Ancient scholars of the RomanRepublic have
left detailed accounts of how roads were built-
from contracts to construction. Roman historian
Livy described how second-century B.c. censors
Quintus Fulvius Flaccus and Lucius Postumius
A-lbinus"were the firstto award contracts topave
roads in the city with stone, with gravel on the
sides, and to build curbs as well as bridges in
manyplaces."

First -century a.o. Greek biographer Plutarch,s
:iography of Gaius Gracchus, one of the
R.oman Republic's most significant politi-
iians, offers rich insights into roadbuilding. A
:lebeian tribune in the second century B.C.,
Gracchus made

road-building his main focus, joining utility
and beauty in roads that traversed the land
in a straight line, without turns or detours,
andfoundations made ofcut stone, reinforced
withlayers of sand or compacted gravel The
depressions w er e fille d and bridges w er e built
over the rivers and streams, the two sides at the
same height and always parallel, so that the
:ntire work had a uniform andbeautiful ap-
learance. In addition, he measured the entire
:oad and at the end of each mile, or roughly
5,ooo feet, he put a stone columnthat served

-s a signal to the travelers.

$rb#

of civil wars had caused roadways. After
becoming superintendent of roads andin
2o B.C., Augustus appointed magistrates
(the curotores viarum) to supervise the
roads, with the responsibility of awarding
contracts and overseeing construction
and maintenance work. The budget to
carry out these works came from taxes,
tolls, and private or imperial patronage,

ROAD MAPS

HISTORIANS of Roman roads rely on "itineraries,,, Roman documents that
catalogthe layout of the Roman roads, with the names of towns, lodgings,and
distances between them. The main one is the Antonine ltinerary, perhaps
from the time of Diocletian (r. e.a.2844A5), which includes a,,roadmap,,
of Roman Britain. Another key source is the peutinger Tuble, a medieval copy
of a Roman road map in 

-12 
sections, of which one is missing.
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During the republic, road construction was the T H E p O L LA
responsibilityofthecensors(so-calledbecause TABLET
they maintained a census of Roman citizens).In An inscription from
the event of urgently needed road repairs, a cu- 132 e.c. (below) was
rator could be appointed to supervise the work; found describing the

in 67 s.c., for example,Julius Caesar was cura- Via Popilia. lt lists the

tor of the Appian way. arter his victory over nffi:#iri'#:T"T;
MarkAntonyin3rn.c.,EmperorAugustustook theroad's32r miles
charge of repairing a1l the damage that a century in southern ltaly.
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ROAD
WORK
I : 'C construction was a
-' . ), undertaking, as the first-

--^ .J(y R.o. poet Statius makes

- =.'in his description of the

- - ding of the Via Domitiana in

-.-rpania: "Oh, how many arms

-, aboratel Those who knock
, r.",'n the forests and clear the
-^ runtains

Those who then join the

-- -lnes and compose the road
:r the dust f illing the air along
,r the humble stink. And those

'':^.l beyond . . who drain the
.. - ggy agoons to ensure proper

- 'off "

..I 
LESTONE (RIGHT) FOUND ON THE IMOUNT OF

: r'.'P-E0FJERUSALEA/, BEARING THENAIVES0F
: :::,RiiESPASANAND HISSONTITUS

, t-i+,

Very few Roman roads were
built like the impressive
Applan Way with its
paved stone surface. Most
roads were more like

the one built by Roman

consul Marcus Valerius
Messalla Corvinus in the
first century e,c., described
by the poet Tibullus: "ln
some places it is packed
down with hard gravel, in

others with suitable stones
fitted with skill, When the
farmhand returns to the city
at night, his feet unharmed,
let him sing to you,"

PAVIl{G A ROADWAY, REL]TF, FIRST CENTURY A,D

1\,1U5EUIV1 OF ROi\'IAN C VITIZATION, ROT/E

BR DGU\'lAN,ACi
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UNDER
CONSTRUCTION
The different phases of building
a road involved different kinds
of labor. @ ln the first stage,
the terrain would be cleared.
Engineers, using the groma (a

Roman surveying tool), would
determine the layout and mark
the path of the road, keeping to
a straight line wherever possible.

@ Workers would dig down until
firm ground was reached, and
then@the pit would be filled
with medium-size boulders that
would form a solid foundation.

@ R tay"r of sand or gravel
would be deposited on top
to create a smoother surface
for vehicles, pedestrians, and
animals. Roads would only be
covered with paving stones
in exceptional cases, either
because they passed through
urban areas or because they
traversed unstable terrain, which
required an especially solid
foundation and an upper layer
with curbs.

FERNAND0 AZNAR/BRtDGElvtAN/ACt

55**<"-

A Roman road (right) between
Osma and Garray in the
Spanish province of Soria was
excavated during construction
on the modern Duero Highway.
The road's surface layer was
oractically worn away from use,
but the gremium, or Iarge stone
base, was perfectly preserved
and covered at the top with
boulders. The Roman road was
elevated in the center and a

downward slope on both sides
drained water into gutters. The
side curbs provided support to
:he whole structure.

(IOSS SECTIOI{ OF ROIMAN ROAD FROM 05[/A_] 
GARRAY IN NORTHWESTERN SPAIN

:t: LUls FERNANDtz [{oNToRo.
::re0 DE ARQUE0L0ciA ExpER il4ENTAL ARECo s.L.

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC H]5TORY 47
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as was the case with the Via Traiana, financed
by the emperor Trajan, which replaced the Ap-
pian Way as the main road between Benevento
and Brindisi. The cities through which a road
passed also had the obligation to contribute to
its maintenance.

BuildingtheRoads
\,\4ren planning to build a road, engineers stud-
ied the local topography and gathered informa-
tion from residents. They then plotted out the
most logical course, prioritizing straightness and

moderate slopes. When crossing flat land, the
road was as straight as possible: the ancient Ap-
pian Way, between Rome and Terracin4 includes
an uninterrupted straight iine 56 miles 1ong.

Inhillyterrain attempts were madeto evenout
the elevation through cuttings, bridges, and via-
ducts. In mountainous areas the engineers made

wide curves, adapting to the land to maintain
uniform slopes. In high mountains they used
tight turns and even tunnels. Whenever pos-
sible, the road was laid out on the eastern and
southern slopes to take advantage ofthe greater

amount of sunlight to prevent winter snowfalls
from impeding travel.

After a public bidding process, private con-
tractors would be awarded the project to build
a road. They hired laborers but also relied on
enslaved people and criminals sentenced to
forced labor. Sometimes they used the army
and military engineers to design or direct the
work. Legions also built roads as part of military
operations and in conquered areas. Sometimes,
when a legion was inactive, the commanders,
or legates, decided to put the soldiers to work
on road construction, as did the consul Gaius
Flaminius, for example, whose men built the
Flaminian Way from Rome over the Apennine
Mountains to Ariminum (Rimini) in zzo e.c.

Ideally, the materials for road construction
came from nearby quarries; if not, they might
have had to be imported. The work began by
clearing the ground of trees, rocks, and every-
thing that could be an obstacle. The soil was
drained, and rainwater runoff was diverted
through channels and sewers. Then a ditch was

dug and filled with large, loosely placed stones
that allowed drainage. Medium-size boulders
were added to compact the layer below and fill
in large gaps, on top of which a layer of sand and

CARTS AND DUST

lNALETTERwritten around n.o. 65, the ancient author and philosopher
Seneca drew a caricature of the nouveau rich on a journey: "They travel
preceded by a squad of Numidlan cavalry as bodyguards, and in front of
them is a row of runners, since it is consldered shameful not to have anyone
to move aside others on the road, and, in raising a great cloud of dusi, to
show that an illustrious man is coming."

gravel was spread to provide a more
comfortable surface for carts.
These layers, which elevat-
ed the road above the sur-
rounding terrain, were then
compacted and hardened
with water, hand tampers,
and a large stone rolIer. The
road was then flanked with
curb stones. To the sides of
the curbs large ditches were
dugto receive the runoff from
rain, a road's greatest enemy.

To complete the work, cylin-
drical stone posts were placed
at intervals of one Roman mile
(measured by a thousand steps,

MADE FOR
WALKING
The caligae was a
leather, bootlike
sandal with iron or
copper studs on the
soles. Strengthened
by the studs, such
footwear could last
600 miles of walking
before wearinB out.

or the milia passum). These

NATIoNAL GEOGRAPH C HISTORY 49
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milestones, which could stand over eight-feet
high, marked the distances and gave credit to the
person who sponsored the road,s construction.

Todayit can sometimesbe difficult to identify
an ancientroad as Roman;because their building
techniques were so successful, they were ad-
opted again in the r8th century. In Roman times
soldiers, farmers, and traders often wore shoes
called caligae, which had studs on the bottom
to protect their leather soles. Often these studs
would faIl off and get stuck in the road, leaving
behind a valuable clue for future archaeologists
to help prove a site's Roman origins.

RestingEasy
Roman roads not only allowed for easier trans-
port of soldiers, supplies, and trade, but also
supported the growth of new communities and
services. Many Roman roads were topped with a
final layer of gravel; when passed over by a con-
tinuous stream of soldiers and carts, the roads
grew dusty. Second-centuryA.D. Roman histo-
rian Suetonius alludes to this in his biography
of Emperor Caligula:

He started the march and did it with such pre -
cipitation that the Praetorian cohorts, by ne-
cessrty and against custom, had to affix their
badges on their baggage to be able to follow
each other. As he traveled in alitter carriedbv
eight men, the troops followed so stowly thit
he demanded that the inhabitants of neighbor -
ing cities sweep the road and water it to cut
back on the dust.

To help travelers stay fresh, they could stop at
a mansio, an official service establishment that
sprang up aiong Roman roads. Hostels and relay
-itations were located at a distance equivaient to
cne day's worth of travel, typically about zo to 25
J.oman miles. These facilities, grouped around
:. central courtyard, had stables and troughs for
,le horses, a place to eat, and sleeping quarters.
Some offered public baths so travelers could
-,,.-ash off the dust.

As the Roman Republic and then the empire
.:rpanded, so too did its network of roads. The
:ads built during the republic enjoyed a renais-

.ance under Augustus who reinvigorated the

.-,-stem for building and maintaining the roads.
argustus understood the vital importance of

&\,
ri

THE FTAMII\IAN WAY
PIRHAPSSEaoND ll{ rMpoRTAl{tE only to the Appian Way for most of an-
cient Roman history, the Flaminian Way was built in 220 a.c.lt set out
from Rome, proceeding over the Apennine Mountains before ending in
Ariminum (modern Rimini) on the coast. The Flaminian Way is alluded to in
the fourth-century e.o. Arch of Constantine, on which it is personified as a
woman, leaning on a wheel, seated at the feet of Emperor Marcus Aurelius.
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these arteries, not only for moving armies and
commerce along their paved paths, but aiso as
a symbol: A network, created out of dazzling
technical know-how, that united the growing
empire, and brought its subjects the ben-
efits of Roman ru1e. New roads
were built in newly conquered
lands in Britain and in Syria.
Today many Roman roads have
become the foundation for the
major highways and byways in
the former Roman world. a testa-
ment to the skill of the engineers
who designed and built them.

A spEctALtsT N TH E H sToRy 0 F R0[4AN RoADs, J EsUs RoDRIGUEz MoRALES,
TEACHESATTHT ANTON]O DE NEBRi]A UN]VERS TY VNORIO,SPEII,

THE GOD MERCURY
WAS THE PAIRON

OF IVERCHANTS,

BANKERS, AND
TRAVETERS, BRONZE

FIGURINE, FOURIH

CENTURY B,C. LOUVRE

]VUSEUIV, PARIS
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LIFE
ALONG
TI-IE ROAD
Travelers along Roman roads knew that
every 20lo25 miles-the average length of

a day's journey-they would find a mansio,

an official "rest stop," where travelers could
stop and recharge, At first, these way
stations were mostly used by the military,
but they became frequented by merchants,
government officials, and civilians These
roadside inns offered places to sleep, bathe,

and eat Some even had hot springs.
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< RECOYERING
FROMTHE ROAD

A relief depicting travelers

arriving al a monsio, an official
"rest stop" found along Roman

roads. Museum of Roman

Civilization, Rome
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